MCG
Instructors

Introducing MEDMUN
Consulting Group's new
team of instructors!

Celeste Abourjeili, Co-Founder
Celeste Abourjeili is a Lebanese-American first year
student enrolled in the Dual BA Program between
Columbia University and Sciences Po Paris campus of
Menton. Originally from New York City, Celeste has
been involved in Model United Nations for nearly six
years, first as a delegate and then as the Varsity Coach
and Crisis Director for her school’s team. She also has
experience chairing and organizing committees. At
MEDMUN, Celeste introduced the Ad Hoc Committee
and has also worked to increase the representation of
women in MUN by collaborating with Sciences Po's
Feminist Union and taking action within the Secretariat.
Though she is the Secretary of MEDMUN, Celeste
hopes to expand the joy of Model UN to other
prospective MUN organizers with MCG. She is thrilled
to be launching this initiative and teaching two
sessions with her peers!

Lilinaz Hakimi, Co-Founder
Lilinaz Hakimi is an Iranian 1A English Track in the Dual
enrollment between Sciences Po Paris Campus de
Menton and Columbia University. Born and raised in
Shiraz, Iran, Lilinaz is extremely passionate about Middle
Eastern politics. Lilinaz is honored to be serving as this
year's Delegate and Content Coordinator for the English
Committees in the MEDMUN Secretariat. As an active
member of her Model UN, Debate, and Mock Trial teams in
high school, Lilinaz is well versed in the inner working of
simulations and public debates to facilitate conversation
and to further analyze different global issues. As the
Delegate and Content Coordinator, she has co-created
MEDMUN Consulting Group to have new MUN teams
create their own MUN conferences. Lilinaz cannot wait for
this awesome initiative to take off and have the brilliant
instructors guide the future MUN leaders.

Asma Azzouzi
Asma Azzouzi is a French-Tunisian student at
Sciences Po Paris. Born and raised in Tunisia,
Asma’s interest in the geopolitics of the MENA
region piqued after she witnessed the Tunisian
Revolution in 2011. She started MUN in high
school as a delegate and a chair, having done
conferences in three continents. Asma
discovered MEDMUN when she was the coPresident of her high school MUN society and
served as a chair for MEDMUN 2018. She
joined MEDMUN as Chair Coordinator in 2019
and served as President for MEDMUN 2020. In
her free time, Asma enjoys driving across
Tunisia,
discovering
the
breathtaking
landscapes and hidden gems of her country.

Ada Baser
Hey all! My name is Ada Baser and I am so excited to
be a part of the consulting team. I’m originally from
the United States, right by Washington D.C., but my
family is from Turkey. I’m always the worst at writing
bios so I thought I would include three fun facts
about me: my favorite food is plain yogurt, I love
classical music AND heavy death metal, and I’m an
antique collector. I have experience coaching middle
school MUN teams in high school (you can imagine
how fun it is to teach 12 year olds how to debate)
and am beyond ready to share my experiences with
you all (and learn from them in return). I also spent a
majority of my high school MUN career in GAs, so I
have a few tips about how to make the themes as
engaging as possible.

Nolwenn Ménard
Nolwenn Ménard is a second-year student in
the dual BA program between Columbia
University and Sciences Po. Living between
France and the United States as a child, she
fell in love with the coast of Brittany and the
San Francisco Bay. Nolwenn came to the
Menton campus to discover the MENA region
and has loved coming back home to live on the
French Riviera. At MEDMUN, she joined the
board as Head of Finance and has worked with
other board members to promote gender
equality at the conference. She is beyond
excited to start a new journey with MCG!

Gabrielle Hodes
Gabrielle Hodes, or as most people know her,
Gigi, is a first-year student in Menton and is
currently enrolled in the Dual BA program
with Columbia University. She was born in
Manhattan, New York, and lived there until
she was 10, when she and her family moved
on a sailboat and spent almost two years
sailing around the Caribbean, finally settling
in Panama. She lived there for seven years
before coming to France for her university
studies. MUN has been a passion of hers for
the last four years, and she has participated
in ten conferences in places like Buenos
Aires, The Hague, Cartagena, and now, the
Mediterranean. Apart from MUN, she enjoys
dancing, reading, and hanging out with
friends, but she particularly loves debate
because she loves to understand how
different people think and form their
opinions.

Tom Autret
Tom Autret is a second year French
student at Sciences Po Paris, Campus
de Menton. Although he spent his
whole life in Paris, Tom has acquired a
particular taste for opening up to the
world, and especially to the MENA area,
due to several trips to the region,
including to Jordan, Israel, and
Morocco. Interested in geopolitics,
global security, and defence as well as
compromises
and
multilateral
negotiations, Tom's goal is to pursue a
career in diplomacy or intelligence
services. This interest was confirmed
by several internships at the OECD or
French embassies abroad. Passionate
about makroudh, gazelle horns, humus,
and more of the Arab world’s pastries,
Tom wants to make sure that every
participant of MEDMUN 2021 keeps a
great memory not only of the
conference, but also of the buffet,
because as Virginia Woolf said:

She is very excited to be part of the Crisis team for
this year’s MEDMUN conference and the consulting
team, teaching others how to execute effective
crisis simulations. Please don’t hesitate to reach out
if you have any questions or concerns.

“One cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if
one has not dined well.”Hence, he organized
both catering and social events for Medmun
and other student associations during his two
years in Menton and gained a significant
experience in these areas.

Nouha El Mouzdahir

why Nouha is delighted to share her experience
in MEDMUN Consulting Group with aspiring
Nouha El Mouzdahir is a first-year student at
MUN organizers: the greatest feeling is the
Sciences Po Paris, Campus of Menton. She is a
sense of achievement that we feel at the end of
curious person, cinephile, and theater enthusiast
the conference.
who always aims at expanding her knowledge and
abilities. That is what initially attracted her to
Model United Nations more than three years ago.
After participating multiple times in MUNs as
delegate and as chair, she later had the opportunity
to organise, with a small team, AddiMUN 2019 in
Rabat, Morocco. Thanks to efficient team-work,
communication, and good sense of responsibility,
the team managed to find sponsors, to recruit staff
members, to organize a social event and to lead the
MUN to success. Thus, Nouha learned to be
extremely flexible through this experience, as she
had to wear several hats. Although working on that
project was often overwhelming, AddiMUN 2019 is
one of her proudest achievements, as it was
exhilarating and exceptionally enriching. This is

Lounis Jahidi
Lounis Jahidi is a second year Franco-Moroccan student at
Sciences Po Paris in the Menton campus. He has spent most
of his life in Rabat in French schools. Passionate about the
MENA region, he is aiming for a career as an Advisor to the
Cadre d'Oriental at the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs or
within the intelligence services. Currently Head of Operations
and Workshops in the MEDMUN 2021 Secretariat, Lounis’
objective is to create a link between international specialists
and professionals of diplomacy with students. Working in the
shadows, he never refuses to shake hands and delicately
takes a business card. This black baron has thus completed
several internships in political cabinets and international
organizations. In addition to his work at MEDMUN, Lounis is
passionate about theatre, philosophy and literature.

Irem Tarcan
Irem Tarcan is a second year student at Sciences Po, majoring
in Economics & Society. She was born and raised in Ankara, the
capital city of Turkey. Throughout her life, she witnessed the
challenges faced by different minorities in Turkey; most
notably, her interest in human rights issues and politics was
piqued during the Syrian refugee crisis. As a Middle Eastern
herself, Irem is extremely interested in the different political
dynamics of the region. She has participated in many different
MUN conferences in different positions. As the Head of
Marketing, Irem is committed to creating a bigger online
presence for MEDMUN and making the conference even more
popular (nationally and internationally) during this particular
year. With these experiences at hand, she is a skilful member of
the MCG, and ready to help you develop your own MUN
conference’s marketing strategy.

Mathilde de Solages
Mathilde de Solages is a second-year student
at Sciences Po Paris, Menton Campus.
Originally French, she has spent her life
abroad, navigating between three continents,
and was thus naturally exposed to the world
of intergovernmental relations. Choosing to
study on the campus focusing on the Middle
East and the Mediterranean was a way for
her to delve into previously unknown cultures,
politics and societies, and to learn Arabic.
She is beyond proud and excited to be
serving as Secretary General of MEDMUN
2021 and to contribute to this amazing and
rich initiative that is MCG.

Joseph Moussa
Joseph Moussa is a second-year student at the
Menton campus. As a passionate MUNer, he is
looking forward to being an instructor for MCG. He
is adamant about ensuring all aspiring MUNers
learn the skills to prepare their Chairs and that
they can provide high-quality experiences to
delegates from all over. His experience in MUN
grew as he began chairing for MEDMUN and
helping the team grow. He looks forward to
starting this initiative and helping the leaders of
tomorrow.

expand on his Model Congress and MUN
experience by stepping into the role of Crisis
Director for the 2021 Conference. When it
comes to MEDMUN, he is passionate about
how politics, warfare, and developmental
economics are evolving - both globally, and
more specifically in the Middle East. Samuel
believes that, even if limited, Crisis is an
excellent way to bring the complexities and
dynamic nature of MENA issues - in the world
of the past, present, or future - to a more
understandable, more human scale.

Samuel Hodman
Samuel Hodman is a second year student at
Sciences Po Campus de Menton and an
American national. Samuel is excited to

Samuel hopes to bring his experience with
MUN Crisis to bear in MCG. He is excited to
speak about how Crisis can be designed and
run creatively - and how to make the delegate
experience as immersive as possible using
physical elements, outside resources, maps,
graphics, and web design.

Tommaso
Campomagnani
Tommaso Campomagnani is a secondyear student at the Menton Campus of
Sciences Po Paris and the Deputy
Secretary-General of MEDMUN for the
2021 edition. As a former Marketing
and Partnership Assistant for the 2020
edition,
Tommaso
has
gained
extensive knowledge on the tactics and
strategies
to
promote
MUN
conferences efficiently and ensure
maximum visibility and participation. In
those particular times of Covid-19, the
mastering of digital tools and
communication is crucial like never
before.

Tommaso is hence all the more excited to share what
he has learned through the innovative platform of
MCG and help its clients achieve their intended goals
for their own conference!

Albert Frank

Blandine Bnvl

Albert Frank is a second-year aspiring Politics and
Government major at Sciences Po Paris’ Menton
Campus. Born and raised in Vienna, Austria, Alberts MUN
savoir-faire is based on participation at international
MUN conferences stretching from the US to Europe, and
Asia. His past roles as president of his High School’s
MUN team and as MEDMUN’s Delegate and Content
Coordinator for English Committees not only allowed
Albert to showcase his competency in MUN but also his
talent in organization and coordination. Currently, Albert
holds the prerogative of serving as MEDMUN’s
Conference Director. In this function he is in charge of
designing and organizing the MEDMUN March
conference by delegating and overseeing as well as
guiding and mentoring all Delegate and Content
Coordinators, the Head of Delegations, and all Language
Committee Directors. Organizing, coordinating and
overseeing the acceptance, rejection, modification,
tracking, allocation, and information of every single
delegate thus lies at the heart of being Conference
Director. All these abilities make Albert the perfect fit for
training you how to best organize delegates at your
conference. Albert is looking forward to embarking with
you on what he deems the most adventurous task of
organizing an MUN conference.

Blandine Bonneville is a third year student in
Sciences Po Paris. She spent her first two years at
Sciences Po on the Mediteranean and Middle East
Campus in Menton and is planning on starting
Sciences Po law school next September.
Driven by an endless curiosity for transnational
issues and their resolution, she started to get
involved in the MUN community early on. After
participating in a number of them as a delegate and
chair, Blandine’s taste for leadership and challenges
brought her to organize her first MUN for the city of
Rennes in 2018. She then joined the secretariat of
MEDMUN 2019 as an ICJ and CIJ coordinator. The
following year she became the Deputy Secretary
General and thus organized MEDMUN 2020 as well
as the very first Institut du Monde Arabe x MEDMUN
Conference. Those different positions allowed her to
develop a very thorough and precise understanding
on the year-long preparation for conferences with a
large audience, the management of a wide team, the
budgeting of events and search for sponsors, the
role of innovation and dealing with the unforeseen.

